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Simplicity

Gadget is a tribute to the time refuge for teachers in trouble, accused

of all this, and other things, the use of Tice has developed in the

shadow of skepticism. It would lead his detractors in the aisles of the

forum Dax to glean compelling case according to the posters

displayed.

Claire Nevot, English teacher at Collège Jean Vilar de La Courneuve,

demonstrates his project "The Other Side of the corners" of the

opening brings the Internet. His idea is very simple: from the euro, the

currency shared by all Europeans to explore the European citizenship,

and visit the B side of the face diverse cultures that populate Europe.

 She chose to do so under e-twinning program with a colleague of

Malta, Xavier Merri.

Unity and Diversity, Malta and La Courneuve could figure odds and yet

money is the same. On one side of youth, mostly boys, living in a

suburb known as a difficult, on the other girls in a Catholic school

uniform. For each other, the use of Internet, videoconferencing and

messaging to exchange, to discover the lives of other European

teenagers, different but sharing the same project. In addition to

project work, daily life outside school is also about mutual discovery.

Christmas was such a chance to explore the differences. The young

Maltese were surprised that the college of La Courneuve, a Muslim-

majority feel somewhat concerned. The French surprised their side of

uniforms, all traces of Anglo-Saxon school which remain in Malta.

 

To work the theme of money, visit the Phase B of the part, several

matters come to the rescue of English as the visual arts, French and

history. The workshops take place outside school hours and in view of

attendance, college students' motivation is high. For students of La

Courneuve, experience is a unique opportunity to communicate with

counterparts abroad the cost of the trips were too high for families in

financial difficulties. Interest in their work, attendance malaaises youth,

act as a recognition of their abilities. Openness and simplicity, "The

Other Side of the corners" of the project Nevot Claire and her Maltese

colleague Xavier Merri s is a perfect illustration of what can result when

the Tice means blunt projects.

http://www.forum-dax2010.net/ProjectView.aspx?PrjID=3827b073-

593e-4d49-b9fe-0d33e9e21375
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